Brown Tumor Related to Secondary Hyperparathyroidism Leading to Spinal Cord Compression Syndrome

Tumor marrom relacionado ao hiperparatireoidismo secundário levando à síndrome de compressão medular

Brown tumor is a benign bone injury, which occurs only in the presence of primary or secondary hyperparathyroidism. The involvement of the spine is relatively rare and therapeutic procedures are not yet fully established in these cases. We report a case of a chronic renal patient with a spinal cord compression syndrome at the level of T6, due to a brown tumor related to secondary hyperparathyroidism. The treatment of brown tumor should be directed to the control of hyperparathyroidism; however, there are insufficient data until this moment, and when spinal cord compression occurs, the surgical decompression should be considered.
Although secondary hyperparathyroidism is a frequent complication of chronic renal failure (CRF) in dialysis-dependent patients, brown tumor, as one of its manifestations, is relatively uncommon, with an incidence of 1.5 to 13%.1–6 The tumor affects mainly the jaw, hands, feet, and facial bones, as well as, rarely, other skeletal sites.1–3,7 Clinically, it presents as a solitary, lytic and expansive lesion, and it may infrequently extend to the extra bone adjacent tissues.2,3,7 The involvement of the spine, causing spinal cord compression, is rare, with some cases reported in the literature.2,3,5,8 The diagnosis is based on clinical and radiologic findings, and the treatment consists of the secondary hyperparathyroidism control.1–5,7 However, the tumor regression is slow and uncertain. The literature has shown that in cases in which spinal cord compression occurs, surgical decompression should be considered, to prevent irreversible neurologic damage.1–5,7–14

We report a case of a chronic renal patient with a spinal cord compression syndrome at the level of T6, due to a brown tumor, secondary to hyperparathyroidism. As the involvement of the spine is relatively rare and therapeutic procedures are not yet fully established, we considered it a relevant case to report.

**Case Report**

A 45-year-old man, with chronic renal disease due to hypertensive nephrosclerosis, in hemodialysis schedule three times a week, for 12 years, presented at the hospital with progressive crural paraparesis, with about a year and a half of evolution. He previously underwent parathyroidectomy due to secondary hyperparathyroidism refractory to medical therapy, with past medical history of pathologic bilateral femur fractures. At the time of the neurosurgical evaluation, in the internal medicine ward, he had loss of ambulation, without involvement of the upper limbs.

On examination, the patient presented with crural paraparesis, proximal and distal lower limb strength grade III, mild sensory changes, and preserved deep tendon reflexes. The neuraxial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed an epidural mass lesion, with an hypointense signal on T1- and T2-weighted sequences, with infiltration of the bone and soft parts and associated spinal cord compression at the level of T6, suggestive of brown tumor (→ Fig. 1A,B and → Fig. 2).

Based on the clinical picture of spinal cord compression and radiologic data, we opted for surgical treatment, with posterior laminectomy and tumor resection. It was performed a T6 posterior arch laminectomy. A soft consistency brown color insufflating tissue was identified, with bone and soft tissue infiltration. It was compressing the dural sac posteriorly. The surgical procedure was performed uneventfully, with complete removal of the lesion and satisfactory

![Fig. 1](image1.png) (A and B) MRI images showing an epidural mass lesion, with an hypointense signal on T1- and T2-weighted sequences, with infiltration of the bone and soft parts and associated spinal cord compression at the level of T6, suggestive of brown tumor.

![Fig. 2](image2.png) An axial image showing a lesion affecting the posterior arches, pedicle, and part of the T6 body, on the right.
decompression of the dural sac. Spinal stabilization was not needed. No neurologic worsening occurred after surgery and a little improvement of paraparesis in the immediate postoperative period was observed. The patient is currently in outpatient clinic, with a follow-up period of 3 months after surgery with progressive improvement of the paraparesis.

The macroscopic analysis of the piece revealed irregular fragments of stony, grayish and elastic tissue, measuring together 5.0 × 5.0 × 3.0 cm. The histopathologic analysis of the surgical piece confirmed the initial hypothesis of brown tumor, showing an expansive mass with large numbers of multinucleated giant cells, in a fibroblastic stroma with abundant hemosiderin.

Discussion

The brown tumor is recognized as a non-neoplastic bone reactive process due to increased osteoclastic activity and localized fibroblast proliferation.1–7,9–14 Its name derives from its reddish brown appearance, due to microhemorrhages and hemosiderin deposition.1–5 The IRC secondary hyperparathyroidism results from injury of calcitriol (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3) synthesis, leading to hypocalcemia and phosphate retention and increased production of parathyroid hormone, which can lead to the development of hyperparathyroidism results from injury of calcitriol (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3) synthesis, leading to hypocalcemia and phosphate retention and increased production of parathyroid hormone, which can lead to the development of hyperparathyroidism.15–16 Thus, it presents a fairly vascularized fibroblastic stroma, with numerous multinucleated giant cells similar to osteoclasts and areas of hemorrhage uniformly distributed.1–3 Radiologically, it is characterized by well-defined lytic lesions, that expand or erode the affected bone and may mimic a primary bone tumor or a metastatic lesion.15–16 The MRI images show a hypo- to hyperintense on T2-weighted sequences variable signal intensity lesion, resulting from the relative proportion of hemosiderin, hemorrhagic foci, cystic areas, and fibrous stroma.15,16 Moreover, its early and intense enhancement on contrast-enhanced T1-weighted dynamic imaging appears to be due to its striking vascularity.15,16 In most cases, the correction of hyperparathyroidism leads to a significant regression or even a complete disappearance of the tumor.1–3,5,7,9–11,14

When the brown tumor involves the spine, it can cause both slowly progressive symptoms due to mass effect, as acute spinal cord compression due to vertebral pathologic fractures.3,7 In such cases, the treatment requires surgical resection of the tumor causing spinal cord compression and/or spinal stabilization of the spine, when required.3,7

In this case, the patient presented a significant crural paraparesis and mild sensory changes at the lower limbs, which cannot be attributed only to sequelae of previous femoral fractures. Associated with the clinical picture, the MRI of the spine revealed a significant spinal cord compression at the level of T6, which led us to perform the surgery.

The treatment of brown tumor should be directed to the control of hyperparathyroidism. Although there are insufficient data until this moment, the surgical decompression should be considered when there is spinal cord compression, especially when the lesion has an easy surgical access. Thus, it is essential to understand this clinical condition that, if not diagnosed and treated early, can lead to irreversible neurologic damage.
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